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Abstract
A case of the accidental death of a 42-year-old male injured by a screw log splitter
in the yard of a private house necessitated a post-mortem examination and the
technical evaluation of the machinery. The autopsy revealed fatal traumatic
lesions to the head, caused by impact with a downward-moving log. Analysis of
the scene of the accident showed that the machinery was not equipped with safety
systems and was used incorrectly by the operators. The decision of the Criminal
Court determined the absence of liability of the parties to be persecuted.
Keywords: Agricultural accident, Screw log splitter, Accidental death,
Medico-legal autopsy, Evidence, Liability

1 Introduction
Medico legal experts and engineers may be required to act as expert witnesses
in a Court of law and to give factual evidence and reconstruct the dynamics of
events in order to help judges and juries make accurate decisions 1.
Before testifying, an expert witness must ensure that all the available and
relevant data together form a logical and intelligible reconstruction of the events
2.
Under normal circumstances, the technical analysis of machinery leads to
clear-cut conclusions, just as in medico-legal studies where the lesions observed at
autopsy, supported by an understanding of the deceased’s medical history and the
other circumstances surrounding the death, must clearly be of a fatal nature if they
are to be considered as the cause of death 3.
In the case presented here, the results of both the technical analysis and
medico-legal investigations were straightforward, and the judge’s conclusions
were somehow unexpected.

Case report
1. The event:
The owner (person A) of a screw log splitter, who had previously used the
equipment many times without incident, had lent his machine to his next-door
neighbor (person B), a healthy, 42-year-old, male bank clerk, and given him some
basic instructions on how to use the splitter to cut timber in a yard next to his
house. Person B had asked a friend of his (person C) for help. Neither friend
(person C) was an expert and both were using the log splitter for the first time.
Person C loaded the first beech log (fagus sylvatica) into the machine and the person
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B was immediately struck on the head by the rotating log, and died shortly
afterwards.
The friend also slightly hurt his left knee and right hand, though neither injury
required medical treatment.
2. Report on the event:
The screw log splitter is normally powered by a tractor and is connected by a
drive shaft to a screw cone: it is a piece of equipment which carried with it a high
risk of accident 4-9.
Logs should be placed manually onto a working platform and should never be
supported manually during the splitting procedure and, for security reasons,
nobody else should be near the machinery when it is being used. Log splitters
should also be equipped with an emergency stop in order to prevent rotation and
lifting of the equipment during operation 4-9. The equipment used in this case
lack any of these safety features and safe-working procedures were not observed
by the two men. Furthermore, the screw cone was rusty and the equipment
appeared not be well maintained.
Person C took the first log (95 cm long, with a diameter of 25cm) and held it
vertically between his knees in order to push the log against the screw, while
person B was standing just to his right. Person C was unable to counteract the
clockwise rotation of the screw driving into the log (for the presence of a knot in
the wood) and lost control of the splitter, with the result that person B was struck
hard on the head by the rotating log. Impact pressure on the cranium at the point
of impact was estimated to be 500 kg. The victim had no time to react (he was hit
in 8-10 hundredths of a second when normal reaction time is about 20
hundredths).
3. Technical and functional specifications of the log splitter and a dynamic
reconstruction of the event:
The incident occurred in the private yard of a house, used for sawing and
chopping timber. The machinery in question consisted of a 90 horse power farm
tractor driving a conical screw log splitter. (Figure 1)

Figure 1 – Reconstruction of the scene of the accident
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On examination, it was discovered that the log splitter was a home-made
arrangement and was not equipped with any protective or safety devices (Figure
2).
The most dangerous part of the system and the source of greatest risk was the
rotating screw which, when driven by a tractor engine, was capable of producing
mechanical forces close to 50,000 Newton.

Figure 2 – a) example of a cone screw log splitter compliant with safety standards
(the red circle shows the anti-rotation system);
b) the machinery at the scene of the accident, overturned, without any safety
features.
Expert witnesses reconstructed the crucial phases of the incident, which are
illustrated in (Figure 3): Person C is shown in red loading the log and Person B in
blue is the deceased.

Figure 3 – The illustrations T0 to T5 show the sequence of events leading to the
fatality
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The following steps were identified by the expert witnesses:
T0 person C prepares the log
T1 person C pushes the log towards the spinning screw
T2 the screw penetrates the wood, the equipment starts to twist and strikes person
B (the points of contact are shown in yellow)
T3 the log starts rotating
T4 the position of person B when the log starts to rotate
T5 person B is struck a downwards blow on the head
4. Autopsy findings:
External examination of the body identified serious head injuries. On the
upper frontal-parietal area of the head there was a bloody T-shaped scalp
laceration through the full thickness of the skin, with irregular edges, maceration
and skin flaps. The main transverse split across the scalp measured 17 cm, and the
shorter split pointing down towards the victim’s forehead was 4.5 cm long; the
anterior edge of the skin was separated from the bones of the skull for a length of
4 cm; fractured bone and brain tissue were visible through the laceration; bilateral
black eyes and a bruise on the upper lip were also observed. Abnormal mobility
was perceived on palpating the facial skeleton (periorbital regions, nose, right
cheek-bone). Internal examination showed multiple complex skull fractures of the
calvaria (in the frontal and parietal bones) and crushing of the facial skeleton, with
intracranial haemorrhaging and severe cerebral contusions, indicating that the
force was directed downwards.
There were no traumatic or pathological lesions on other parts of the body.

Discussion
Fatalities occur frequently during the use of agricultural machinery on farms
worldwide, as reported by Casey et al. and Lower et al. (21% and 26% of total
agricultural accidents/fatalities respectively). Designers and manufacturers of all
agricultural equipment and machinery should therefore pay special attention to
accident prevention 9-10.
The autopsy findings and the dynamic reconstruction clearly indicated that
this was an unusual agricultural accident which occurred due to a lack of any
safety precautions and because the operators had no knowledge of the risks
involved: Person B died from traumatic head injuries after being struck by a
downwards blow from a rotating log.
The conclusions of the technical analysis of the equipment and set-up were
clear and unambiguous: the screw log splitter was not equipped with any safety
features.
The accident happened because the operating persons (Person B and person
C), were not completely aware of the serious risks inherent the use of the
machinery and did not pay sufficient care and attention, but the judge concluded
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that no liability could be imputed to any of the parties involved. The owner
(person A) of the machinery had no duty to equipe the machinery with adequate
safety systems before lending it, while the lending was an accepted social
behavior not to be legally refused.
The friend (person C), who caused the death of person B when he used the log
splitter in an inappropriate manner, had been asked to help without himself taking
any initiative. He was working temporarily as a favour to person B. Furthermore,
at the moment of the accident he was in the process of splitting the first log
without having had any previous experience whatsoever. He was unable to
evaluate or avoid the specific risks inherent in using the machinery, nor could he
foresee that the screw cone might become embedded inside the log and cause it to
start rotating.
In conclusion, this case highlights the urgent need for steps to be taken in the
design and manufacture of machinery and in the improvement of safety training
and awareness-raising among those using such equipment so as to prevent such
tragedies in agricultural contexts 9-11.
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